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Better Image Recovery is the most efficient picture recovery software for Mac users and Windows. In addition to recovering
deleted pictures and video from Mac system, this tool provides the capability to recover deleted photos from iPhone, iPad,
Samsung, HTC and other mobile devices, SD card, USB storage, RAID storage, hard drive, and even file server. You can even
recover lost files from other image formats, such as JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF, PSD, EMF, TIFF, and RAW. The program is very
easy-to-use and has a friendly user interface. 1. Try to make use of free scan to find out your lost data. 2. Scan the backup
partition of Mac or disk space in Windows to find your deleted images, video, music, and so on. 3. You can preview the
recovered items and get detailed information about them. 4. The intuitive interface enables you to complete a batch recovery
task easily. 5. This software has been developed on Mac OS, which makes it much more compatible with other Mac products.
WinX DVD to 3GP Converter is a video converter which can convert DVD to 3GP video format and burn 3GP video to DVD
disc. As a standalone software which can convert DVD to 3GP for easy playback on the mobile phone, iPod, PSP and other
portable player devices, WinX DVD to 3GP Converter supports DVD to 3GP conversion for the following formats: 3GP, MP4,
MP3, AVI, WMV, FLV, AAC, AC3, etc. and can convert DVD to 3GP in a single step. It enables you to edit the video in the
following ways: trim the unwanted video and audio, crop the video, add watermark to the video, set the audio as ringtone, add
text/image/video watermark, adjust the video brightness, contrast and saturation, rotate video, add special effects to the video
and even change the DVD to 3GP video quality. Key Features: 1. Convert DVD to 3GP video format. 2. Support all popular
portable devices like iPod, PSP, MP4 Player and other portable devices. 3. Burn 3GP video to DVD disc. 4. Set the desired
output quality to convert DVD to 3GP video format. 5. Convert multiple DVD to 3GP. 6. Support all popular portable devices
like iPod, PSP, MP4 Player and other portable devices. 7. Rental period:
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KeyMacro is a free (although closed) solution that provides you with the basic features to copy text snippets between
documents. It's a very useful tool for, for example, the preparation of technical and scientific publications. Besides the plain text
format, KeyMacro also supports the conversion to HTML, XML, PDF, RTF, Docx, OpenOffice, and Microsoft formats.
WinUtilities Description: WinUtilities is a suite of security and computer backup tools for Microsoft Windows-based systems.
The product is designed to protect users from destructive malware, remove spyware, minimize security risks and protect files
from data loss. Besides regular backup, you can use the software to fix problems with Windows startup, repair PC, delete
duplicate files and remove unnecessary system updates. FotoFreak Description: FotoFreak is a multifunctional software product
for creating, editing and publishing web-ready photographs. This freeware is equipped with an interface similar to MS Paint and
provides numerous additional features for advanced photography. It offers various filters, which make your photos look more
interesting. There are over 20 effects and filters, as well as advanced editing functions, like red eye removal. FotoFreak also
offers tools for adjusting your photos, like transforming your subjects into comic-style super characters. w-wasp Description: w-
wasp is a simple yet powerful automatic backup software program which will back up all your files and folders for you
automatically. It requires no user interaction and needs no installation. The user simply selects the folders to back up by ticking
the checkboxes to be included in the backup process. The program will then start to create an image copy of these folders in
case of a data loss situation. Simple Backup and File Rescue Software Description: Simple Backup and File Rescue Software is
an efficient backup software, which is a cross between a backup program and a data recovery software. It allows you to backup
your important data to any external device or media, e.g. to an external hard disk, an external USB drive or a DVD, and it can
also recover deleted files, folders and other data from external devices, e.g. backup tapes. RepairXP Total PackDescription:
RepairXP Total Pack includes many utilities to repair and update Windows XP. In this pack, the most important tools: System
Booster, Uninstaller, File Booster, AntiSpyware, Disk Wizard, RegistryFix, Backup and Restore, Registry Cleaner, Browser
Cleaner 1d6a3396d6
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BTRBackup is a lightweight backup solution which allows you to back up Windows 7 or Windows 8 systems to network drives
(NTFS) or USB hard drives in a network. It is one of the best backup solutions that uses Windows Easy Transfer (formerly
Windows 7 One-Click Transfer) to save you the time needed to manually transfer files between computers. BTRBackup can be
used to back up a whole system to an NTFS volume or all the individual files within a folder to an NTFS volume or an USB
hard drive. BTRBackup Features: Can backup to USB/MS Removable Drives (even if they are in use) Integration with One-
Click Transfer Supports Files/Folders as well as whole System Backup Can Use User Defined Backup Schedules Supports
NTFS, FAT and exFAT, VFAT and other File Systems Can use Network Neighborhoods and share drives Supports the "Move"
as well as the "Copy" operation for backing up to multiple locations Supports Text and Binary files as well as image files Uses
the same command line and configuration tools as Windows Easy Transfer Allows you to backup files/folders within a folder, or
a complete folder to an NTFS/FAT volume. Allows you to specify the file size and the backup name (optional) Automatically
detects NTFS/FAT volumes to backup to Automatically unmounts the volume to backup from when it is being used, and only
mounts when needed Supports UNC paths. The following is an example of how to backup to a UNC path. \\server\share\file
System requirements: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7/8 Must have Windows Easy Transfer Must be networked with the
computer you wish to back up to. If the computers are not on the same network, you will need to use some type of file sharing
program to accomplish this. BTRBackup Usage: To backup a system, open BTRBackup.exe and select "Backup to UNC Path"
Select the target system. If multiple computers are connected to the network, they will be listed. Select a destination folder and
click "Set" BTRBackup Tutorial: Start BTRBackup From the "Backup to UNC Path" window select the target system, then
select the folder that you

What's New In NTI Backup Now EZ?

NTI Backup Now EZ is a professional software application designed to help you back up your data. The program comes packed
with predefined backup jobs, and empowers you to perform a complete system or file and folder backup operation. Intuitive
layout The clean feature lineup and easy-to-handle configuration settings enable even less experienced users to protect their
important information in case of data loss that may appear due to various issues, such as virus infiltrations or system crashes.
Backup options NTI Backup Now EZ gives you the possibility to carry out a file and folder backup session by including media
files (videos, pictures, music), Office documents (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Acrobat files), email data (Outlook, Outlook
Express, and Windows Mail), and data from social media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube). All the aforementioned
options are selected by default to be included in the task, but you can easily exclude items from the list. What’s more, the tool
offers support for advanced parameters which let you manually select the files and folders that you want to back up. You are
offered quick access to the files and folders stored in your computer, so you can quickly select the desired ones. In order to
carry out the backup process, you are required to pick a target destination, automatically show notifications when the saving
directory exceeds a certain value, compress data as well as protect your files and folders by setting up passwords. Additionally,
the tool lets you back up the information on CDs and DVDs or upload it on network hard drives with support for encryption
capabilities. You can also back up your entire computer and schedule the task by specifying the backup time interval, start time,
and date, and setting priorities. Moreover, there are multiple backup locations, varying from your hard drive, to network
locations and cloud services (such as NTI Cloud, Dropbox, Google Drive and OneDrive). What's new in this release: December
22, 2017 2.1.2 Fixed: Fixed the hotkey issue which caused the password prompt window to become a bit bigger than needed
Fixed the problem with deleting several files at once Fixed the problem with the dialog which appears in some cases when
starting the backup Fixed the problem with switching to normal window position Fixed the issue with triggering the password
prompt when some.rdp files are opened Fixed the problem with updating the list of the files which already have been backed up
Fixed the issue with restoring the default settings Fixed the issue with desktop notifications which appeared when the startup
user is set to local system account Fixed the issue with missing translations Fixed the problem with the cursor during the backup
process Fixed the issue with memory increase during backup process Fixed the issues with back in time statistics Fixed the error
that appeared while
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This is a good deal if you're looking for an affordable high quality headset, but if you want to rock the studio or in-game voice
quality with surround sound capabilities look elsewhere. I tested this headset on my Windows 10 PC with an NVIDIA 1070
graphics card and a 2 year old case with the 650w power supply. My monitor is a Dell U3415w (3840x1080) with Dell 240hz
refresh rate. This headset has no 3.5mm input, so you'll have to use a USB audio adapter to connect the 3.
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